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LAURA OWENS & VINCENT VAN GOGH
To host seven canvases Vincent van Gogh made in the
last years of his life, Laura Owens has produced a monumental painting on handmade wallpaper. On the Fondation Vincent van Gogh Arles’s ground floor she has
created an environment suspended between the premodern and the contemporary. The spaces on this level
evoke not just the wallpapered interiors that Van Gogh
knew from his time in Arles, but equally the world of
scanners, Photoshop and digital printing.
The motifs in this wallpaper are borrowed from the work
of the English artist and designer Winifred How, who
studied in London in the early 20th century. By sampling
and reworking How’s designs to host Van Gogh’s paintings, Owens points to the different posthumous reputations of these two artists: while Van Gogh became a
mythical figure, How is virtually unknown.

As a parallel project to this exhibition, Laura Owens
instituted Luma Arles’s “Studio of the South” – a house
that has been temporarily turned into a living space and
studio to host artists’s residencies over the next two
years. She has created tiles and ceramics for the space,
and while making work in Arles, each artist who follows
will add to it in their own ways.
Vincent van Gogh came to Arles to experience its light
and climate, but also to form an association of artists.
His aim was to set up a “Studio of the South” for other
painters as well as himself, and throughout her career,
Laura Owens has also found ways to create communities
of artists.
Curators: Bice Curiger & Mark Godfrey

With every work she makes, Laura Owens has asked new
questions about painting today, about its relationship to
materials, processes and traditions that have been seen
to lie outside it. Here the American artist proposes a
complex wallpaper installation as an environmental
painting. This painting uses screenprinting, felt flocking,
black sand, oil woodblock printing, airbrushed passages,
pastel and watercolour, as well as hand-painted elements. Parts of the wallpaper have over fifty layers of
silk-screening; some of the paints include iridescent pigments whose colours shift under different lights. Owens
also suggests that a painting can host other paintings –
in this case, those of Van Gogh and her own.
Owens’s interest in Van Gogh has been apparent – if
never before acknowledged so clearly – since the beginning of her exhibiting career. Her Untitled painting of
seagulls from 1997, included here, riffs on Van Gogh’s
Wheatfield with Crows (1890). Many of her early collages featured photographs she had taken of his paintings in museums. As she began to experiment with
impasto, one reference point was the heavily worked
surfaces of Van Gogh’s late works.
For this exhibition, Laura Owens has conducted detailed
research into the provenance of each of the Van Gogh
paintings presented here, loaned from collections and
museums around the world. This has led to a series of
artist’s books, presented upstairs, which also draw
from her time in Arles in 2020 during the first wave of
the Covid-19 pandemic.
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THE DOMESTICITY OF ART LAURA OWENS PAINTS
META-WALLS FOR VINCENT
“I believed that thinking and not dreaming was our
duty...” Vincent van Gogh1
Applying unexpected gestures to the walls of an exhi
bition—more than just the usual hanging of pictures—
has always been a feature of Laura Owens’s presentations. As if she were inviting the walls to adopt a
different, perhaps Sunday-best role. Walls, of all things!
Aren’t they just supposed to be functional? Owens is obviously not targeting aloof, tautological contextual art.
In her custody, the wall becomes an intoxicating,
refreshing means of conquering the space of an exhibition and charting surprising new mental territory.
With inimitable ease she takes advantage of the paradoxically unobtrusive obtrusiveness of walls and succeeds in bringing their physical presence and symbolic
potential into artistic play. The wall becomes so enmeshed with Owens’s art that it seems as if a magic wand
had unbounded all sense of boundary. Early on, there
was a now famous large-format painting, Untitled
(1997), in which the vast sky rising above the sea proves
to be a camouflaged wall. And only because the two
birds circling through the air—an obvious, frequently remarked reference to Van Gogh, by the way—cast a drop
shadow on the azure. For all the world like a nod to
Magritte, telling us “Ceci n’est pas un ciel!” But Owens,
fully persuaded that art opens horizons, seems to be
saying: “A picture is part of the wall, and the wall is not
only part of the picture—together they are another kind
of sky!”
Walls have always intrigued Owens; they are an expression of her pleasure and delight in discovery while making art, which explains why she notices the corners of
rooms and takes an extremely unconventional, probing
approach to hanging pictures. In 1997, at Sadie Coles HQ
in London, she squeezed a pair of tall wall-height pictures of two cute little gambolling monkeys into the corners of the room, left and right, leaving the main part of
the wall between them empty—the icing on the cake, as
it were. Then in 1998 Owens transformed a corner of
Acme Gallery in Los Angeles into an illusionist vanishing
point by pushing together two somewhat similar landscape paintings into the corner from both sides.
In 2006 at the Kunsthalle Zürich, two paintings from
1999 were seen facing each other on parallel walls.
Paintings showing large and small numbers executed
with lines squeezed directly from a tube of black paint
on delicately varying pastels and airily distributed
throughout the space of the canvas. One picture
reverses the numbers of the other, as if a mirror. In the
process of turning their heads from one side to the other,
viewers experience a dazzling play between identity and
non-identity unfolding, as if en passant.

In 1997, filling a large canvas with a flight of walls,
Owens created a classical enfilade. This too is a bright,
promising painting, inviting the eye to become immersed
in a universe saturated with art, where a small picture
hanging perfectly centred in the foreground next to an
easel once again references Van Gogh: the head of a
peasant woman wearing a conspicuously white, flowershaped hood, one of his studies for the The Potato Eaters
(1885).
In an acclaimed exhibition of 2013 at 356 Mission in
Los Angeles, Owens hung her novel, large-format paintings so close together that they were primarily perceived in their totality, broken only by the brief staccato
of the gaps in between. A year before, in Pavement Karaoke, a series of paintings of furiously superimposed
geometrical grids, giant gestural curlicues and trompe
l’oeil effects, she even inscribed the two words of the
title in large consecutive letters across six of the seven
paintings.
In 2012, at Art Basel’s Art Unlimited, Owens positioned
numerous small format paintings in two rows like
a wall frieze high above the heads of visitors. Handmade
artist’s books were laid out on tables for people to leaf
through so that their heads moved up and down, first
craning their necks to see the frieze and then down
to look at the books on the table. And finally in 2016, at
the CCA Wattis Institute for Contemporary Arts in
San Francisco, an exhibition titled Ten Paintings proved
to be something like an enormous, floating spaceship,
conjured on one hand by the unique fusion of painting
(as wallpaper) with the wall and with the vaulted ceiling
and supports, which were both real and rendered illusionistically. On the other hand, extremely bewildering,
increasingly convoluted trompe l’oeil effects simultaneously drew the eye into immeasurable expanses and
into a miniature universe of atomised, black-and-white
pixel clouds based on an enlarged scan of crumpled
paper. The picture surface was full of cracks and nets
with holes, of tatters flying, pushing into the foreground,
and such elements as the optical effect of looking
through a lens at a spreading puddle. The intoxicating
play between the flat plane and illusionist depth as well
as the viewers changing standpoint is not loud but
unfolds quietly in absorbing, breathing openness.
Time and again Laura Owens has drawn attention to
the “magical” potential of painting, increasingly also
sparring with the digital universe in which we human
beings have unwittingly become enmeshed. Our sojourn
in the phantasmagoria of the digital, virtual world has
not only become second nature, it is also quite literally
“super sensory”. Is painting a sensory/super sensory
magic trick? In 1982 Sigmar Polke painted a picture of
scissors floating in the air. The figure can also be seen
5
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dissolved in halftone dots, with outstretched arms and
mesmerizing hands, acting as if to magically outwit
gravity. The straightforward yet mischievous reference to
the spectral craft of painting is reinforced by the
implication of fin-de-siècle séance-photography.2 And to
round everything off: the ground of Polke’s painting
consists of so-called decorative fabric with a flowersand-stripes repeat, reminiscent of old-fashioned wall
paper.
Rachel Kushner has drawn attention to the strong
affinity between Laura Owens and Sigmar Polke,3 especially since the latter repeatedly celebrated meta-painting in his work. Die drei Lügen der Malerei [The Three
Lies of Painting] is a case in point.4 Exhibitions of both
artists are a viewing delight. They invite viewers to
discover and uncover possible effects and forces that
outsmart perception with entirely experimental phenomenological verve. Their role as artists oscillates
between researcher, creator and medium; they function
as intermediary and transit station in tracking down
and passing on existing images.

The religious revolt thus kicked off the secular practice of giving thought to where a picture should hang,
launching an early cut-and-paste process of probing
and calculating areas of meaning where pictures and
conglomerates of pictures might release transformable
and variable semantic energies.

To belabour Magritte’s memento painting, The Treachery of Images (This is Not a Pipe) (1929), Owens and Polke
do not engage illusionism in order to denounce. That
was settled long ago. rather, they surrender to the
“flow” given that they follow it with inimitable research
drive and playfulness. The trompe l’oeil, in other words,
deliberately staged visual deception, is an old, indeed
ancient device, a game that entertains viewers and
above all celebrates the sense of sight in the act of
deceiving and being deceived.

There has been repeated talk of Laura Owens’s practice
as “painting in the expanded field”, referencing rosalind
Krauss’s influential essay,7 in which she introduced the
protagonists of Minimalism and Land Art, a generation
of male artists who set out to conquer the world, their
expansive gesture of breaking the shackles of museums
and genre also embracing the tabula rasa of art history.
The heroic practice of those years may seem like a
matrix for the method Owens applies today, but there is
a crucial distinction, for the “expanded field” covered
by her art is propelled by concerns diametrically opposed to those of her predecessors. “Expanded” in her
case is incompatible with the extroverted conquest of
space. It is, in fact, quite the opposite; hers is an introverted, radically exploratory approach. There is no
doubt that Owens practices a specifically contemporary
“painting in the expanded field”, reaching, both mentally and intellectually, into historical time as well as popular culture in order to concentrate entirely on painting,
on art and its chafing against the “domesticity” of the
world. And to concentrate on what might be circumscribed as collectively shared subjectivity. Here we have no
freedom-loving desire to conquer the world, no purism,
no tabula rasa aspirations and also no Land Art as plein
air painting.

A brief digression: it is the irony of history that the
trompe l’oeil and the notion of meta-painting emerged
contemporaneously with the onslaught of iconoclasm
in the first half of the sixteenth century when the Protestants attacked and destroyed images. In the fifth
chapter of his book, The Self-Aware Image, titled “The
Turning Point of the Image,” Victor I. Stoichita notes that
“the awareness of the image as image was a process
widely encouraged by the reformation. […] While Protestants were busy destroying images, Catholics were engaged in rediscovering the image’s powers of persuasion
and value as propaganda.” Paradoxically, the bare,
white pictureless walls of the churches suddenly acquired a voice: “The blank walls inside Protestant
temples were not just or simply walls. The images had
been painted over, effaced, unmade; painting was absent.”5 The revolt did not target art but rather the
images that served Christianity and the context of the
church, where they were “destined to be perceived for
their non-aesthetic qualities.” Stoichita thus concludes,
“By raising the issue of art in terms of function, reception and context, Protestant critics created, in a dialectical manner, the modern notion of art.”6

The wallpaper Laura Owens created for the House of
Gaga gallery in Mexico in 2020 could be read as a retro
return to the age of decorative Arts & Crafts. The work
was actually more like a wall painting, a wallpaper picture that is the subject matter as such, rather than
functioning as a backdrop for something else. Was this
conglomerate of visual suggestions meant to bring
back what had been repressed? Was the point of this
gesture to lure domesticity out of the wall and into the
gallery as a fundamental fact, as the essence of our
bourgeois life on earth? As an intense and timeconsuming labour of love? When richard Serra once
hurled liquid lead into a corner (Splashing, 1968), it took
no time at all and showed a somewhat nonchalant,
recalcitrant beauty in the white space of art. Laura
Owens has no need to break any stuffy bourgeois
shackles nor does she operate in the heat of industrial
processes coupled with cold conceptual interventions.
Instead she devotes herself with warmth and fervour to
the painstaking processes of painting, printing and designing. Beauty is produced by savouring the sensual
benefit that comes with the act of making and by taking
pleasure in its evocative power, in the atmospheric po6
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tential of colours, patterns and pictorial fragments that
emerge in the course of superimposing layers of material and content. When Laura Owens applies her palette
of velvety Flashe paint through hundreds of silkscreen
stencils before embellishing the wallpaper with traces
of her paintbrush, it is as if she were intervening with
great precision to cleverly again bring to light what has
been shelved, thus liberating challenging new issues and
insights.
And now another break that represents a kind of quantum leap, an exceptionally bold act. Having been invited
to enter into a dialogue with Vincent’s work, Owens’s
contribution to this exhibition is, once again, primarily
wallpaper. And it does more than just support his paintings; it is a “catalyst” for the work of an artist who has
become a “super-artist” of sorts, an artist whose paintings have become “icons” firmly entrenched in popular
culture.
Laura Owens manages to hold back, to sit in the second row, while simultaneously exalting the space. She
surprises us: contemporary viewers are challenged; the
walls become contemporary windows into the past, into
“another age”, revealing a partially suppressed but not
unimportant sensual aspect that has been metaphorically whitewashed in the course of becoming history. In
contrast, Vincent’s paintings are (even more?) awash
with youthful energy! Owens gathered support for her
operation from Winifred How, an utterly ignored designer born 21 June 1899 (date of death is unknown). In
a catalogue issued by Sims reed rare Books, she is described as “a progressive female designer” who produced
a “highly intriguing and visually striking” portfolio.8
Sample sheets that How created from 1916 to 1918
have become the basis of the wallpapers that Owens designed for Arles and Vincent. The motifs, a mixture
of organic designs (plants, shells) and geometric Art
Nouveau vignettes,9 appear in a number of dynamic
variations. One of How’s patterns stands out in particular; it shows delicate calyxes on a chessboard grid as if
the designer had anticipated Owens’s preference for
these basic black-and-white pixels, which, in contrast
with the organically sweeping shape of the blossom, is
reminiscent of the Ten Paintings on the walls of the Wattis Institute. Or of the origami-like foldout book with its
white-and-blue chessboard pattern in one of the facsimile publications of Vincent’s letters that Owens designed for Arles.
The many variations on How’s motifs, created by
Owens through a mixture of ingenious silkscreen processes and original overpainting, culminate in a painterly design that spreads across the wall—a visual, tactile
celebration, a simultaneous tribute to both Vincent and
the practically anonymous artist Winifred How. The
events in that space resist photography; only by moving
around can one appreciate the walls of velvety gold and

shimmering pink with their iridescent patterns; no
camera can capture the overwhelming impact of that
overall effect.
Important question: to what extent is Laura Owens’s
intention “historicizing”? Nowadays this word is hard
put to shake off the negative connotations of questionable industrial and usually apple-polishing antimodernist design.
Counter question: what is the significance of the current
practice of displaying Van Gogh’s paintings on monochrome walls? Walls most commonly painted in subdued
acrylic hues (with dark red and moss green at the top of
the charts), intended to accustom vision to the dimmed
illumination but no doubt also meant to evoke shades of
sumptuous, silk-covered walls in the historical chambers of palaces and castles—unconsciously, of course.
Here we have the unquestioning, cool, technocratic application of historicising decorative convention touted
by today’s museums, against which Owens pits her
brazen gesture of expansive painting as deliberate,
self-reflective, accentuated “decoration”. In her case
decoration does not mean indulging in fanciful dreams
but rather liberating both a chronicled and contemporary “aroma” and spirit. The result is a different viewing
experience that fosters clarity and insight.
As mentioned, Owens directs her artistic attention to
domesticity, introspection and a sense of security. In
her Whitney retrospective of 2017 she pushed walls in
front of other walls, creating a palpable, but inaccessible non-space in between. Probably a gentle dig at the
pseudo-sober but, in truth, rather irrational white-cube
expectations, and even at the taste-oriented conviction
of what it takes nowadays to be a good “contemporary
art space”. Or was this little gap of staged emptiness
meant to symbolise a mental interstice awaiting access?
And isn’t it the blend of public and private that makes an
art space interesting? Laura Owens has no desire to
read Van Gogh against the grain, à rebours; actually,
she wants to go with the grain, but differently. Surprising insight can be gleaned, in this respect, from a letter
Vincent van Gogh wrote from Saint-Rémy-de-Provence
to his sister Willemien. He gives her seemingly extravagant instructions on how to hang his works in her home:
Don’t feel uncomfortable about hanging them in a
corridor, in the kitchen, on the stairs. My painting is
made to be seen above all against a simple background. I try to paint in such a way that it looks good
in a kitchen, then sometimes I notice that it looks
well in a drawing room too, but I never bother myself
about that. Here in the south we have bare walls,
white or yellow, or decorated with wallpaper with big
coloured flowers. So it seems to me that it’s a matter
7
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of proceeding by means of oppositions of bright
colours. It’s the same with the frames—the frames
I use cost me 5 francs at the most, while the less
solid gilded frames would cost 30 or more. And if the
painting looks good in a simple frame, why put
gilding around it?10
What we read here as a modestly understated remark sounds ridiculous, indeed grotesque in the light of
today’s immeasurable status and monetary value of
works that one could hardly envision hanging in a kitchen
with unassuming humility. However, on closer study,
Vincent’s attitude shows quite knowledgeable sophistication. Van Gogh not only knew and loved the old Dutch
Masters; he was extremely well-versed in art history
and well aware that the kitchen provided the setting for
the still life and trompe l’oeil genres cultivated in the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. He was familiar
with kitchen scenes painted by artists from Pieter
Aertsen to Velázquez. Most especially with these two,
whose biblical scenes appear as if inserted in niches so
that we cannot be sure if they show us a kitchen in which
a painting of, say, Christ with Mary and Martha, is
mounted on the wall, or whether we see a depiction of
something actually happening in an adjoining room.11
In another letter, Van Gogh imagines himself, while writing, in a painting by Velázquez (The Spinners, c. 1657)
as if he were a protagonist in a play. He is sitting in a
restaurant and describes the colours and the placement
of the curtains, all of which reminds him of that painting:
This restaurant where I am is very odd, it’s grey all
over, the floor is of grey bitumen, like a pavement,
grey paper on the wall. Green blinds, always closed.
A big green curtain in front of the ever-open door
stops the dust coming in.
It’s altogether a Velázquez grey, as in Women Spinning. (…) now behind this Velázquez-grey room
you can see the old kitchen, clean as a Dutch kitchen;
very red brick floor, green vegetables, oak cupboard,
cooking-stoves with gleaming copperware, with blue
and white tiles and the big, bright orange fire. (…)
In the kitchen, an old woman and a short, fat, serving-woman, also in grey, black, white. I don’t know
if I’m describing it clearly enough, but that’s what
I’ve seen here of real Velázquez.12
Just as Vincent’s description is reminiscent of
a theatre scene, envisioned through multiple refractions
as the “apparition” of an old Dutch kitchen, we too see
a curtain rising. Enter: the world of decor and theatricality! Which makes us wonder if the walls covered with
wallpaper in the space of art become a stage set.

In 2015 Owens put up five freestanding pictures in
space13—without a wall. The paintings became autonomous, speaking figures, physically and mentally interlocked through an anamorphically sequenced text about
a cat and an alien that stems from the pen of her son
Henry.14 The group of pictures performed a mini story
on the stage of the exhibiting institution.
In 2012 Owens already demonstrated how casually the
issue of theatricality and art can be approached in her
equally masterful series of paintings with integrated
clock: she thus declared, with a wink of the eye, that her
painting is a time-based medium, possibly also in response to the rise in the 1960s of art that eschewed
painting and had a “durational dimension”, as it was
called, in reference to media such as film, digital video,
transparencies, audio and computer-based art. But
surely also in response to what once made the blood of
minimalists boil on hearing the word “theatricality”.
Michael Fried’s reproach that theatricality does not
belong to a work of art is well worth mentioning in this
context inasmuch as his essay Art and Objecthood came
out in new york in 1967,15 the same year that Guy
Debord’s pamphlet The Society of the Spectacle16 was
published in Paris. The contrast could not be greater
between the modern, apolitical idealist and purist from
the United States and the Situationist Debord, who
would be a fierce advocate of the Parisian protests in
May 1968, and who announced that the revolution was
a veritable work of art. A “mini clash” between the two
transatlantic art cultures might also be read into the
fact that a year later, in 1968, the American artist
Richard Serra performed his above-mentioned Splashes
at the same time that Polke presented his famous painting Moderne Kunst—a painted satire. Polke smuggled
a literary and theatrical stylistic device into his faux modern painting by way of imitation while Serra’s performative act in the space of art “immortalized” the liberal
gesture in lead.17
Michael Fried constructed an opposition between
negatively connoted theatricality and positively connoted
absorption, which incidentally led Owens, in a 2014
interview, to express her unmistakable aversion to
Fried’s notion of absorption as an artistic experience:
“That’s where I get unnerved, because I really want
paintings to be problems and I want to activate the
viewer to feel that this absorption is disrupted in some
way.”18 Owens’s attitude coincides perfectly with that of
Van Gogh and his artistic motto: “I believed that thinking
and not dreaming was our duty.”19
Inevitably this aside about Guy Debord’s furious attack
on the culture industry and the capitalism that has
transformed every aspect of our lives into a commodity
brings modern “mass culture” into play as well.

8
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Tellingly, many aspects of Van Gogh’s life were affected
by the nascent industrialisation of all those areas of
endeavour that empower a new form of popular culture.
That does not simply mean his posthumous stylisation
the world over into an icon of the tragic artist. It is quite
enough to take note of the positively explosive onslaught
of pictorial reproduction in the mid-nineteenth century
that vastly accelerated circulation of newspapers and
prints as affordable home decor in larger and larger
print runs, while colourful advertisements boisterously
transformed the look of city streets. It was a time when
a kind of “mainstream” merged with the experimental.
The history of wallpaper and wallpaper repeats must
also be seen in this light. It offers an insight into the
beginning of standardisation and its gradual infiltration
into our homes. Wallpapers could now be printed in
series thanks to the introduction of much larger, industrially manufactured rolls of paper.
In 1869, at the age of sixteen, Van Gogh assumed his
first job at Goupil & Cie, worldwide distributors of both
paintings and “mass-produced” reproductions. He was
instantly transported into a veritable hotspot of modern
global pictorial production.20 His uncle was manager of
the Goupil branch in The Hague, from which Vincent was
soon transferred to Brussels, then Paris and London
(from 1873 to 1876). The market for reproductions skyrocketed—embellishing the walls of a new class of
buyers, on one hand, and as educational material to
propagate and promote accessibility to art history, on
the other. new periodicals with wood engravings to illustrate their articles and picture panels for instruction
and education, such as The Illustrated London News, L’Illustration and The Graphic, enjoyed great popularity,
and innovative, speedily developing printing techniques
satisfied the push for ever larger circulation.
Vincent collected illustrations as well as reproductions of famous artworks, cut them out, pasted them in
albums and discussed the illustrators’ work in conversations with his brother.21 He became a specialist in the
field,22 and briefly considered becoming an illustrator
before finding the courage to embark on a career as an
artist. As Sjraar van Heugten wrote, “he foresaw a
group of artists working closely together and making
prints that should cost no more than 15 cents, making
them within reach of the not so well-to-do”.23
Vincent produced few prints himself, one of the most
famous perhaps being The Potato Eaters.24 However he
did have an affinity for the potential of “broad appeal”
as demonstrated by his lifelong admiration of Jean-
François Millet, the Barbizon artist and very first maker
of a pop poster, L’Angélus (1857–1859), framed reproductions of which graced a vertiginous number of
petty bourgeois parlours and even peasant homes until
well into the twentieth century.25 It would seem to
contradict the hackneyed cliché of a heroic, misun-

derstood Van Gogh, since he planted a seed that would
soon flower, a seed that he and his friends were cultivating: avant-garde modern art.
Art history based on a history of style has serious
qualms about the weight of Arts mineurs, the minor arts
as they are disparagingly called. They are essentially
considered to be little more than a bottom-up factor, a
source of inspiration from below, an artistic sideshow.
In 1990 Roland Dorn published Décoration,26 an exhaustive study of the paintings Van Gogh produced from
mid-August to the end of December 1888 for the yellow
House in Arles. The modest building was to be transformed in anticipation of Gauguin’s arrival and with a view
to establishing an artists’ colony.27 This prospect motivated an astonishing number of important paintings,
seventeen all told, including the three sunflower paintings as well as The Night Café, The Starry Night, The
Bedroom, The Yellow House, The Poet’s Garden, La Berceuse and a few portraits, such as L’Arlésienne. Dorn
condemns making a distinction between art and decoration as a priori essentially different and unequal;
he sharply criticizes art history for systematically ignoring the latter with “undisguised resentment”. Let it be
said, however, that Vincent also distanced himself from
a certain species of decorator. He considered himself an
artiste peintre and would hardly have engaged in arts
and crafts. His decoration consisted “of oil paintings
never intended to be permanently installed, with no preconceived ‘programme’, simply to be hung in reference
to each other so that they could be replaced and
regrouped at any time”.28
Drawing a parallel with Vincent and his artistic vision of
transforming the yellow House into a Studio of the South, Owens approached Maja Hoffmann and LUMA Arles
with the idea of designing the interior of a house in Arles
for multi-year artists’ residencies as a way to make
an exhibition that accumulates over time. Laura Owens
has chosen to make everyday objects—pottery such as
cups and plates—and wall tiles for the kitchen, with the
idea of having each guest contribute additional gestures.
Vincent’s understanding of decoration,29 the importance he assigned to the category of contrast as an
“ornamental principle”,30 is noteworthy in this respect.
Contrast refers primarily to antithetic colour values but,
for Vincent, the principle also has broader implications:
“Contrast is an abstract term and, as such, somewhat
less accessible as ornamental motifs. It can only be appreciated when the paintings are seen in mutual company as envisioned by the artist and when the viewer
possesses the intellectual ability to analyse paintings on
this level.”31
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Might we speak of a hyperimage in connection with this
description? A hyperimage as a special plural form of
the image, a calculated combination of selected pictorial objects that leads to a new overarching unity.32 This
no doubt also applies to the experience of visiting the
exhibition Laura Owens & Vincent van Gogh at the Fondation Vincent van Gogh Arles, as seen in the importance assigned to Owens’s tables of books. They seem to
lead a life of their own, their drawers opening as if
guided by a ghostly hand as soon as visitors approach,
while a video suddenly starts up at the same time, which
projects a picture on the wall.
Visitors discover with astonishment that they are
invited to pick up the numerous handmade and handpainted books to explore their precious interiors, to leaf
through them, to unfold them, thus engaging in a performative act. It is a crucial aspect of the exhibition:
seeing how people accept the offer, step closer, become
engrossed, astonished, surprised, repeatedly poring
over the pages—and naturally giving free rein to their
thoughts in the process. Thoughts that also stray into
Vincent’s universe.
Pop-up books of paintings fan open like a peacock’s
tail only to disappear again between the covers of the
book. Books, this monumental cultural heritage of ours
that is possibly heading for extinction if it is not already
slipped through our fingers.
In 1887, while still in Paris, Van Gogh painted his
wonderfully atmospheric, vibrant Piles of French Novels.
Literature was his oxygen. He painted the books that
are lying on the table as if they were in flight, for the
imperceptibly distorted perspective makes them look as
if they were dancing through the air of this interior
impregnated with pastels. An intoxicating and acutely
topical image that hints at an abstract composition
reduced to essentials, to the shared joy of reading.
The painting also celebrates a specifically elemental
domesticity. Life means living with culture, taking a
seat, figuratively and literally, to enjoy the company of
pictures and texts.
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1. “I’ve written to Bernard, and also to Gauguin, that I believed
that thinking and not dream-ing was our duty, that I was therefore
astonished when looking at their work by the fact that they give way
to that.” Vincent to Theo van Gogh (letter 823), Saint-Rémy-de-Provence, 26 November 1889. Leo Jansen, Hans Luijten and Nienke Bakker (eds.), Vincent van Gogh – The Letters: The Complete Illustrated
and Annotated Edition, London, Thames & Hudson, 2009. Online:
www.vangoghletters.org
2. Polke’s source was a photograph of medium Stanisława Tomczyk,
1909. See also Andreas Fischer and Veit Loers (eds.), Im Reich der
Phantome, Fotografie des Unsichtbaren (Stuttgart Ostfildern: Cantz,
1997).
3. In Laura Owens (New York: Skira Rizzoli, 2015), p. 169,
and Mark Godfrey, ibid., p. 91.
4. The title of both a 1994 painting and a 1997 retrospective. See,
for example, Hans Belting, “Über Lügen und andere Wahrheiten der
Malerei”, in Sigmar Polke: Die drei Lügen der malerei, exh. cat.,
Stutt-gart Ostfildern, Cantz, 1997, pp. 129–144.
5. Victor I. Stoichita, The Self-Aware Image: An Insight Into Early
Modern Meta-Painting, Munich, Fink, 1998, p. 133.
6. Ibid., pp. 23–72. Stoichita cites Werner Hofmann, “Die Geburt der
Moderne aus dem Geist der Religion”, in Luther und die Folgen für die
Kunst, Munich, Prestel, 1983.

millions as well as substantial numbers of original works. See Agnès
Penot, “La maison Goupil et la globalisation du marché de l’art au
xixe siècle”, in La Forme des réseaux : France et Europe (xe-xxe siècle),
Jacques Verger (ed.), Paris, CTHS, 2017, pp. 47–56. Vincent van
Gogh’s uncle worked for Goupil from 1873, as did his brother Theo.
Pierre-Lin Renié, “For Every-one and Everything: Towards a New
Culture of Images. The Art Reproductions by the Publishers Goupil
(1827-1920)”, in Van Gogh Pre-Pop, Lauren Broom (trans.), Arles,
Fondation Vincent van Gogh Arles, 2018, pp. 66–85.
21. Pierre-Lin Renié writes: “Where Van Gogh is decid-edly pop is in
the practice of images, collecting wood engravings from journals and
reviews.” Ibid., p. 76. See also Vincent to Anton van Rappard (letter
304), The Hague, 25 January 1883.
22. “So who are we actually talking about? A painter with a strange
and amateurish interest in applied arts? In the first place he can be
considered as a trained art dealer with an expertise in mass-produced
graphics.” See Alexander Roob, “Empty Chairs, or: Xylographism
Unbound,” Van Gogh Pre-Pop, op. cit., p. 25.
23. Sjraar van Heugten, “Art for the People: Van Gogh’s Experiments
with Lithography”, ibid., p. 59.
24. Exactly nine lithographs were made and one dry point etching.
See Van Heugten, ibid., pp. 56–64.

7. Rosalind Krauss, “Sculpture in the Expanded Field”, October 8
(Spring 1979): pp. 30–44.

25. It was also printed on post-cards and many household objects like
dishes, coffee mills, decorative platters, etc. See also, La Vie simple –
Simplement la vie / Songs of Alienation, exh. cat., Arles, Fondation
Vincent van Gogh Arles, 2017.

8. Catalogue of the 53rd Cali-fornia International Book Fair,
Booth 509, 7–9 February 2020.

26. Roland Dorn, Décoration, Vincent van Goghs Werkreihe für das
Gelbe Haus in Arles, Hildesheim, Olms, 1990.

9. Some of the geometric pat-terns in the wallpaper come from
a separate unsigned portfolio that was listed in the Sims Reed
catalogue as “Art Deco. A portfolio of studies in pattern design
(France, 1930s)”.

27. See: Kurt Rahmlow, “Co-Opt-ing the Cooperative: Vincent van
Gogh’s ‘Studio of the South’ and Nineteen-Century Utopian Socialism”, Utopian Studies 43, no. 1, 2012, pp. 79–112.

10. Vincent to Willemien van Gogh (letter 812), Saint-Rémyde-Provence, 21 October 1889.
11. See Stoichita, The Self-Aware Image, op. cit., pp. 15–29.
12. Vincent to Theo van Gogh (letter 658), Arles, 9 September 1888.
13. Galerie Capitain Petzel, Berlin, 2015; Whitney Museum,
New York, 2017.
14. “There was a cat and an alien. They went to Antarctica.
Then they teleported to the centre of the earth. There they got
11,0000000 bombs and blew them up and turned earth.”
15. Originally published in Artforum, summer 1967.
16. Guy Debord, La Société du spectacle, Paris, Buchet/Chastel,
1967.

28. Dorn, Décoration, op. cit., p. 171.
29. A term Van Gogh used repeatedly. See Dorn, ibid., p. 1. A search
of the online collection of Vincent’s correspondence, it is mentioned
56 times.
30. Van Gogh is referring to Félix Bracquemond’s art historical treatise, Du Dessin et de la Couleur, 1885, in particular the chapter
“Décoration, décorateur”, quoted in Dorn, Décoration, op. cit.,
p. 159.
31. Ibid., p. 161.
32. See: Felix Thürlemann, “Vom Einzelbild zum hyperimage. Eine
neue Herausforderung für die kunstgeschichtliche Hermeneutik”, in
Les Herméneutiques au seuil du xxie siècle. Évolution et débat actuel,
Ada Neschke-Hentschke (ed.), Leuven, Bibliothèque philosophique
de Louvain, 2004, pp. 223–247.

17. And doesn’t the splotch in Polke’s picture resemble a Serra
“splash”?
18. Stephen Berens and Jan Tumlir, “Still Lifing: Inter-view with Laura Owens”, X-TRA 16, no. 2 (winter 2014): https://www.x-traonline.
org/article/still-lifing-conversa-tion-with-laura-owens
19. Vincent to Theo van Gogh (letter 823), Saint-Rémy-de-Provence,
26 November 1889.
20. Goupil & Cie was one of the world’s most important art galleries
between 1829 and 1919. Its success was due to a vast network of
international branches that distributed art prints with runs in the
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Born in 1970 in Euclid, Ohio, Laura Owens is an American painter based in Los Angeles. A graduate of the
Rhode Island School of Design (1992), the Skowhegan
School of Painting and Sculpture (1994), and the
California Institute of the Arts (1994), she rose to prominence over the course of the 1990s, becoming one of
the most acclaimed artists of her generation.
She is known for her varied and experimental
approach to the medium of painting, mixing different
techniques and incorporating other media, such as digital design, into her creative process. While her work focuses on the practice of painting itself, Owens also
addresses the contexts in which her art is displayed. She
is thus interested in modes of installation and site-specificity. In addition to her activity as a painter, Laura
Owens has also produced over two hundred unique and
editioned artist’s books, sometimes accompanied by
custom-made tables with hidden drawers and other surprises.
In 2013, together with Wendy Yao, she founded the arts
space 356 Mission. For five years 356 Mission hosted
exhibitions, discussions and performances that were
free and accessible to all.
Works by Laura Owen today form part of prestigious
private and public collections, ranging from the Centre
Pompidou (Paris) to the Museum of Modern Art (New
York) and the Tate (London).

Photo : Noah Webb

LAURA OWENS

SELECTED SOLO EXHIBITIONS
– Laura Owens & Vincent van Gogh, Fondation Vincent van Gogh Arles, 2021
– Laura Owens: Rerun, The Cleveland Museum of Art, Cleveland, 2021
– Laura Owens, House of Gaga, Mexico, 2020
– Books and Tables, Matthew Marks Gallery, Los Angeles, 2019
– Laura Owens, The Whitney Museum of American Art, New York, 2017. In 2018 the exhibition travelled to the
Dallas Museum of Art and the Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles
– Ten Paintings, CCA Wattis Institute for Contemporary Arts, San Francisco, 2016
– Laura Owens, Secession, Vienna, 2015
– Laura Owens, Capitain Petzel, Berlin, 2015
– 12 Paintings by Laura Owens and Ooga Booga #2, 356 Mission, Los Angeles, 2013
– Art Unlimited, Art Basel, 2012
– Pavement Karaoke / Alphabet, Sadie Coles HQ, London, 2012
– Works on Paper, ACME, Los Angeles, 2008
– Laura Owens, Shiseido Gallery, Tokyo, 2005
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LAURA OWENS
SELECTED MONOGRAPHS
– Ten Paintings, New York: Gavin Brown’s enterprise, 2018
– Owens, Laura, exhibition catalogue, New York, Whitney Museum of American Art, 2017
– Alphabet, New York, Whitney Museum of American Art, 2017
– Untitled Zine, series of eleven zines, Los Angeles, Ooga Booga, 2015–2017
– Isabel Venero (ed.), Laura Owens, New York, Skira Rizzoli, 2015
– Twelve Paintings, Los Angeles, Ooga Booga, 2014
– Clocks, New York, Karma, 2012
– Stefan Gronert (ed.), Laura Owens, exhibition catalogue, Bielefeld, Kunstmuseum Bonn/Kerber Verlag, 2011
– Beatrix Ruf (ed.), Laura Owens, exhibition catalogue, Zürich, Kunsthalle Zürich, 2006
– Laura Owens, exhibition catalogue, Tokyo, Shiseido Gallery, 2005
– Paul Schimmel (ed.), Laura Owens, exhibition catalogue, Los Angeles, Museum of Contemporary Art, 2003
For a full list of Laura Owens’ exhibitions and publications, see her website: www.owenslaura.com
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VINCENT VAN GOGH (1853–1890)
Vincent van Gogh was born on 30 March 1853 in Groot
Zundert, Netherlands, as the eldest son of a Protestant
pastor. After working as a salesman for Goupil & Cie in
Paris and London, and then as a lay preacher in Belgium, he finally embraced a career as an artist. With the
financial support of his brother Theo, in 1880 he moved
to Brussels to study drawing at the Académie Royale des
Beaux-Arts.
Van Gogh subsequently spent several months at the
rectory in Nuenen, then in Antwerp, before joining Theo
in Paris in February 1886. Introduced to Parisian artist
circles, he discovered Impressionism and Japanese
woodblock prints, which influenced his brushstroke and
his palette.
In February 1888 his desire for light and new
surroundings took him to Arles, where he was captivated by the landscape. The Mediterranean sun revolutionised his use of colour, which he considered the key to
modernism. Van Gogh also expressed the desire to
create a community of artists in the South of France
and rented a house for this purpose. Only Paul Gauguin
would join him, coming to stay for a few weeks from
October to December 1888. On 24 December, following
a violent argument with his friend, Van Gogh cut off
part of his ear. Initially treated at the local hospital in
Arles, he subsequently had himself admitted to SaintPaul-de-Mausole psychiatric hospital, where he enjoyed
relative freedom of movement and continued painting.
On 16 May 1890 Van Gogh briefly rejoined Theo in
Paris, before taking lodgings in Auvers-sur-Oise. On 29
July, having sustained a gunshot wound, he died of his
injuries. Following Theo’s death six months later, his
wife Jo van Gogh-Bonger devoted her life to promoting
the work of her brother-in-law, and Vincent van Gogh
has since become a global icon.

Vincent van Gogh
Deux autoportraits, Paris, 1886
Crayon, plume et encre sur papier
31,1 cm × 24,4 cm
Van Gogh Museum, Amsterdam
(Vincent van Gogh Foundation)

SELECTED EXHIBITIONS AT THE FONDATION VINCENT VAN GOGH ARLES
– Calm and Exaltation. Van Gogh in the Bührle Collection, 2017
– Van Gogh in Provence: Modernizing Tradition, 2016
– Van Gogh’s Drawings: Influences and Innovations, 2015
– Colours of the North, Colours of the South, 2014
SELECTED WORKS PUBLISHED BY THE FONDATION VINCENT VAN GOGH ARLES
– Bice Curiger (ed.), The Autodidacts: From Van Gogh to Pirosmani, 2021
– Emanuele Coccia, The Sower: On Contemporary Nature, 2020
– Bice Curiger (ed.), Van Gogh Pre-Pop, 2018
– Bice Curiger (ed.), Hot Sun, Late Sun: Modernism Untamed, exhibition catalogue, 2018
– Etel Adnan, Van Gogh and Saint Augustine: Parallels and Affinities, 2017
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THE FONDATION VINCENT VAN GOGH ARLES
FULFILLING VINCENT’S WISH
And I hope that later on, other artists will emerge in this beautiful part of the country.
Letter from Vincent to his brother Theo (Arles, 7 May 1888)
The Fondation offers a unique approach to Vincent van Gogh, in exploring the resonance of his art and
thinking with the work of artists today. Vincent’s art reached its pinnacle during his stay in Arles from February 1888 to May 1889. Beginning in 1983, likewise in Arles, Yolande Clergue invited contemporary artists
to donate a work to pay homage to Van Gogh. Thanks to patron Luc Hoffmann, in 2010 a public utility foundation was established.
The City of Arles placed at its disposal the Hôtel Léautaud de Donines, a prestigious fifteenth-century residence which, following its renovation by the architectural agency Fluor, opened in 2014 with over 1,000
square metres of exhibition space. The Fondation’s resolutely contemporary bias is underscored by the integration within the complex of two permanent artworks by Raphael Hefti and Bertrand Lavier.
All year round, thanks to partnerships established with public and private collections, the Fondation presents
one or more original canvases by Vincent van Gogh, in company with works by leading contemporary artists
such as Yan Pei-Ming, Roni Horn, David Hockney, Urs Fischer and Alice Neel. Also on display are works by the
nineteenth-century masters who inspired Vincent, particularly Jean-François Millet and Adolphe Monticelli.
In addition to monographic and thematic exhibitions, the Fondation hosts extramural symposia, which examine changes and developments in the arts and artistic techniques in Van Gogh’s own day, as well as Vincent’s
affinities with other artists and forms of artistic expression. Art mediation and educational programmes are
also key areas of focus for the Fondation, which seeks to bring visitors even closer to the artists and themes
presented, for example through guided tours and activities tailored to different publics, as well as through
workshops held in schools in Arles and the surrounding area. The Fondation shop, conceived as a luminous,
colourful and iridescent link between the original building and its contemporary interiors, welcomes visitors
in the bright and clear light so dear to Van Gogh.
The Fondation fulfils Vincent’s wish to create in Arles a place of reflection, fertile production and stimulating
dialogue between artists.
Then, as you well know, I love Arles so much […].
Letter from Vincent to Theo (Arles, 18 February 1889).

Entrance gate Vincent (2014)
by Bertrand Lavier
© Fondation Vincent van Gogh Arles;
FLUOR architecture
Photo: Flavia Vogel
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LIST OF PREVIOUS EXHIBITIONS
Since its opening in 2014, the Fondation has exhibited 70 paintings by Vincent van Gogh, thanks to partnerships with public
and private collections (in particular with the Van Gogh Museum Amsterdam, the Kröller-Muller Museum in Otterlo and
the E. G. Bührle Collection in Zürich). 47 drawings and one original letter by the artist have also been exhibited.

04.04 – 31.08.2014
Van Gogh Live ! Inauguration with Guillaume Bruère,
Raphael Hefti, Thomas Hirschhorn, Gary Hume,
Bethan Huws, Bertrand Lavier, Camille Henrot,
Fritz Hauser, Elizabeth Peyton
Curator: Bice Curiger
Van Gogh – Colours of the North, Colours of the South
Curator: Sjraar van Heugten
20.09.2014 – 26.04.2015
Bertrand Lavier, L’affaire tournesols
Curator: Bice Curiger
Yan Pei-Ming, Night of Colours
Curator: Xavier Douroux
12.06 – 20.09.2015
Van Gogh Drawings: Influences and Innovations
Curator: Sjraar van Heugten
Roni Horn, Butterfly to Oblivion
Curator: Bice Curiger
Tabaimo, aitaisei-josei
Curator: Bice Curiger
11.10.2015 – 10.01.2016
David Hockney, The Arrival of Spring
Curators: Gregory Evans & Bice Curiger
Raphael Hefti, On Core / Encore
Curator: Bice Curiger
13.02 – 24.04.2016
Très traits, with Eugène Leroy, Christopher Wool,
Andreas Gursky, Silvia Bächli, Adrian Ghenie,
Roy Lichtenstein, Isabelle Cornaro
Curator: Bice Curiger
Saskia Olde Wolbers, Yes, These Eyes Are the Windows
Curators: Bice Curiger & Julia Marchand
Giorgio Griffa
Curator: Bice Curiger
14.05 – 11.09.2016
Van Gogh in Provence: Modernizing Tradition
Curator: Sjraar van Heugten
Glenn Brown, Suffer Well
Curator: Bice Curiger
01.10.2016 – 29.01.2017
Urs Fischer, Mon cher…
Curator: Bice Curiger
04.03 – 17.09.2017
Calm and Exaltation. Van Gogh in the Bührle Collection
Curators: Bice Curiger & Lukas Gloor

Alice Neel: Painter of Modern Life
Curator: Jeremy Lewison
Rebecca Warren
Curator: Bice Curiger
07.10.2017 – 02.04.2018
La Vie simple – Simplement la vie / Songs of Alienation
with Pawel Althamer, Jonathas de Andrade, Yto Barrada,
Andrea Büttner, David Claerbout, Sanya Kantarovsky,
Jean-François Millet, Nicolas Party, Dan Perjovschi,
Juergen Teller, Oscar Tuazon, Vincent van Gogh
Curators: Bice Curiger & Julia Marchand
21.04 – 28.10.2018
Hot Sun, Late Sun. Modernism Untamed
with Adolphe Monticelli, Vincent van Gogh, Pablo Picasso,
Germaine Richier, Alexander Calder, Sigmar Polke,
Giorgio de Chirico, Joan Mitchell, Etel Adnan, Sun Ra
Curator: Bice Curiger
Paul Nash. Sunflower Rises
Curator: Simon Grant
17.11.2018 – 10.02.2019
The Autumn of Paradise. Jean-Luc Mylayne
Curator: Bice Curiger
James Ensor & Alexander Kluge: Dark Centuries
Curator: Julia Marchand
02.03 – 20.10.2019
Niko Pirosmani – Wanderer Between Worlds
Curator: Bice Curiger
Vincent van Gogh: Speed & Aplomb
Curator: Bice Curiger
Vincent van Gogh: The Return of the Sower
Curator: Lukas Gloor
16.11.2019 – 13.04.2020
... et labora
with photographs from the Ruth + Peter Herzog
Collection, works by Mika Rottenberg, Yuri Pattison,
Emmanuelle Lainé, Andreas Gursky, Michael Hakimi,
Thomas Struth, Liu Xiaodong, Cyprien Gaillard
and Provençal ex-votos
Curator: Bice Curiger
28.06 – 13.09.2020
Complicity: Roberto Donetta (1865–1932)
with Natsuko Uchino, Rose Lowder, Cyprien Gaillard and
Provençal ex-votos, with the florist Marie Varenne and
Square Saint-Pierre au coucher du soleil (1887)
by Vincent van Gogh
Curators: Bice Curiger & Julia Marchand
03.10.2020 – 28.03.2021
My Cartography: The Erling Kagge Collection
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PRESS RELATIONS:
PIERRE COLLET | IMAGINE
M +33 6 80 84 87 71
COLLET@AEC-IMAGINE.COM

HADRIEN CALONI | IMAGINE
M +33 6 71 09 59 00
H.CALONI@AEC-IMAGINE.COM

LAURA OWENS & VINCENT VAN GOGH
EXHIBITION FROM 19 JUNE TO 31 OCTOBER 2021

FONDATION VINCENT VAN GOGH ARLES
35 ter rue du Docteur-Fanton
13 200 Arles
T +33 (0)4 90 93 08 08
contact@fvvga.org
www.fondation-vincentvangogh-arles.org
OPENING HOURS
From 19 June to 31 October 2021:
Fondation and bookshop open
every day from 10 am to 6 pm.
Last admission 45 minutes before closing.
ADMISSION
Full rate: €10
Reduced rate: €8
Students: €3
Free admission: children under 18,
disabled visitors, ICOM members,
press card, tour guides, curators,
journalists

PARTNERS
The Fondation Vincent van Gogh Arles
is thankfull for the support of:
Banque Populaire Méditerranée

Blackwall Green

Hiscox

Follow us on
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CAPTIONS AND CREDITS − EXHIBITION VIEWS
LAURA OWENS & VINCENT VAN GOGH

FONDATION VINCENT VAN GOGH ARLES
18.06−37.10.2021
Please always include the exact caption and credit line
when reproducing the following photographs.

Vincent van Gogh, Hospital at Saint-Rémy, Saint-Rémyde-Provence, October 1889
Oil on canvas, 92.2 × 73.4 cm (36.3 × 28.9 in)
Armand Hammer Collection, Gift of the Armand
Hammer Foundation.
Hammer Museum, Los Angeles
Mural Installation
Laura Owens, Untitled, 2021
Oil, Flashe, acrylic, screen-painting ink, watercolour,
pastel, flocking, colored sand and wintergreen transfers on clay-coated wallpaper with wood baseboards
Courtesy: the artist and Sadie Coles HQ, London
Photo : Annick Wetter

Vincent van Gogh, Enclosed Field with Ploughman,
Saint-Rémy-de-Provence, October 1889
Oil on canvas, 54 × 65.4 cm (21.2 × 25.7 in)
Bequest of William A. Coolidge
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston
Mural Installation
Laura Owens, Untitled, 2021
Oil, Flashe, acrylic, screen-painting ink, watercolour,
pastel, flocking, colored sand and wintergreen transfers on clay-coated wallpaper with wood baseboards
Courtesy: the artist and Sadie Coles HQ, London
Photo : Annick Wetter

Laura Owens, Untitled, 2021
Courtesy : l’artiste et Sadie Coles HQ, Londres
Mural Installation
Laura Owens, Untitled, 2021
Oil, Flashe, acrylic, screen-painting ink, watercolour,
pastel, flocking, colored sand and wintergreen transfers on clay-coated wallpaper with wood baseboards
Courtesy: the artist and Sadie Coles HQ, London
Photo : Annick Wetter

Vincent van Gogh, Farms near Auvers,
Auvers-sur-Oise, July 1890
Oil on canvas, 50.2 × 100.3 cm (19.8 × 39.5 in)
Bequeathed by C. Frank Stoop, 1933
Tate, London
Mural Installation
Laura Owens, Untitled, 2021
Oil, Flashe, acrylic, screen-painting ink, watercolour,
pastel, flocking, colored sand and wintergreen transfers on clay-coated wallpaper with wood baseboards
Courtesy: the artist and Sadie Coles HQ, London
Photo : Annick Wetter

Vincent van Gogh, Piles of French Novels, Paris,
October–November 1887
Oil on canvas, 54.4 × 73.6 cm (21.4 × 29 in)
Van Gogh Museum, Amsterdam (Vincent van Gogh
Foundation)
Mural Installation
Laura Owens, Untitled, 2021
Oil, Flashe, acrylic, screen-painting ink, watercolour,
pastel, flocking, colored sand and wintergreen transfers on clay-coated wallpaper with wood baseboards
Courtesy: the artist and Sadie Coles HQ, London
Photo : Annick Wetter

Vincent van Gogh, Farms near Auvers,
Auvers-sur-Oise, July 1890
Oil on canvas, 50.2 × 100.3 cm (19.8 × 39.5 in)
Bequeathed by C. Frank Stoop, 1933
Tate, London
Mural Installation
Laura Owens, Untitled, 2021
Oil, Flashe, acrylic, screen-painting ink, watercolour,
pastel, flocking, colored sand and wintergreen transfers on clay-coated wallpaper with wood baseboards
Courtesy: the artist and Sadie Coles HQ, London
Photo : Annick Wetter

